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Don’t Get Jabbed: Powerful Video on “Killer
Vaccine” that Needs to be Watched by Everyone

By JRickey Productions
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JRickey Productions

Theme: Science and Medicine

All  Global  Research articles  can be read in  51 languages by activating the “Translate
Website” drop down menu on the top banner of our home page (Desktop version). 

Visit and follow us on Instagram at @crg_globalresearch.

We bring to the attention of  Global Research readers this powerful and carefully researched
video JRickey Productions.

Let us be under no illusions, the evidence of mortality and morbidity resulting from vaccine
inoculation is overwhelming. 

In the words of Dr. Gary G Kohls:

Here is a must-watch, totally-truthful, science-based, vaccinology-literate video for anyone
who is considering getting a booster (or even an initial) dose of any of the still-experimental,
still  unproven  for  long-term  safety  or  efficacy,  mRNA  Covid-19  inoculations.   and  then
quickly forwarded on to loved ones before one of  the many powers-that-be finds a way to
shut it down.

First published on July 29, 2021

**

Video, click lower righthand corner to enlarge screen

Source: JRickey Productions Studio

 

Almost 20,000 Covid vaccine deaths have been recorded in the European Union (July 17,
2021). In the, US the number of registered vaccine related deaths is of the order of 12,000
(July 9, 2021).

And  those  official  numbers  vastly  underestimate  the  devastating  impacts  of  the  mRNA
vaccine. Most of the vaccine deaths and injuries are not registered or recorded by the health
authorities.
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Note to readers: Please click the share buttons above or below. Follow us on Instagram,
@crg_globalresearch. Forward this article to your email lists. Crosspost on your blog site,
internet forums. etc.
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